NAAS September Meeting Agenda
Thursday, September 30, 2021
12:30–1:30 p.m. EST

Attendees: Diana Marsh, Brain Carpenter, Rachel Menyuk, Rose, Jonathan Pringle, Nicole Topich, Lotus Norton-Wisla, Selena Ortega-Chiolero, Katherine Satriano, Nathan Sowry, Sam Meier, Melissa Stoner

1. SAA UPDATES

NAAS Roles 2021-2022 year

- Meeting Minutes:
  - 2021-2022: Sam Meier, backup Lotus Norton-Wisla
- NAAS Twitter:
  - 2021-2022: Selena Ortega-Chiolero, also ask Brian
- NAAS Facebook:
  - 2021-2022: Selena Ortega-Chiolero
- Microsite updates:
  - 2021-2022: Katherine & Diana (backup Rachel M)
- Protocols Case Studies:
  - 2021-2022: Diana, & Lotus N-W, Katherine
- SAA Diversity Committee:
  - 2021-2022: Eric Hung, Selena & Diana as backup

SAA Diversity Committee - Diana

- Took place on Friday, September 10, at 4:00 p.m. ET

Diana's recap:

- Mostly was a meet-and-greet meeting, transferring leadership
- good discussion at the end of the meeting about shared interests, goals
- membership team of SAA had a lot of things that resonated with discussions within NAAS re: making SAA membership worthwhile for non-white archivists, community archivists, practitioners
- general idea of webinars or other online training (MOOC-like Archives 101 for community based folks), hoping that there may be partners for NAAS across other sections or at the higher level of SAA
- otherwise mostly a review of last year/introductions/icebreakers

Rose: Black Lives in Archives is being rolled into DEIA plan

SAA DEIA Statement - Diana

- Discussion from group
2. PROJECT UPDATES

Protocols Webinars & Toolkit
- Going back to the Protocols originator group, waiting on Jennifer’s next update
- No updates during the meeting from Rose on this topic

“Press Release” to Archival Educators
Went out—thank you all for your help!
- Diana: Anne Gilliland and Michelle Cazwell - very enthusiastic on partnering on archives education for communities / tribal communities
- Selena talked to Ryan Flahive at IAIA who teaches archive classes there; he likes to have guest lecturers/speakers
- Lotus: Digital Stewardship training update, interviewing formal Tribal Digital Stewardship program members, training scheduled for 2022 release
- Selena - Museums Alaska 2021 sessions up on website, unlearning museum practices, 130+ people attended the session virtually, can be added to website resources (https://museumsalaska.org/MA2021); Selena put in the chaat that Dr. Kim Christen also created a great list of Indigenous collab resources which is also available on that page
- Lotus: thanks to Selena and Jonathan for sharing re: Orange Shirt Day, link to National Day of Remembrance resources (https://boardingschoolhealing.org/national-day-of-remembrance-for-us-indian-boarding-schools/)
- Diana: things will probably be done in the spring
- Melissa: offered graphics support (see flyer discussion below)

3. ATALM CONFERENCE
- Hybrid model--500 limit
- Rose, Diana, Liza & Caitlin to present/lead “clinic” on Protocols 101: Starting Conversation at Your Institution, highlighting case studies and encouraging discussion--session moved to virtual, attempting to shift focus to community (perhaps Indigenous/community-based speakers)
Selena: part of Culture Builds Community cohort of ATALM, ATALM was leaning towards cancelling the 2021 conference based on consensus of staff, but board of directors is supposed to decide next week formally

Sam Meier as representative

If ATALM happens, we still have a booth (as far as we know)

Any ideas for a new flyer? Diana asked Melissa for help on a revised flyer (Melissa promises to bring some Cardi B to it)

Here is the old one:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qmlh_PuFOEXVON2hf3ud7qtV3atp1k44cgyTX8CXVf0/edit

Selena: could use some tweaks to the content to make it more appealing

Canva for more visual one?

What other info?

Books + free education course registration from SAA to raffle - waiting on update from Nancy

4. NEW GOALS FOR 2021-2022

Creating resources/webinars/MOOCs for Tribal archivists

- Updates on any of the below?
  - Consider IAIA collaboration (Ryan Flahive), Knowledge River program (Sam contact), Univ Wisconsin Madison (Lotus); Jonathan Advisory Council—health science library (right now more secondary resources); Cline library NEH working with Dine College, Hopi Preservation, (Sam); Eric Hung—consider reaching artists doing own work, Pacific Islanders in Communications (filmmakers); Philadelphia Asian American Film Festival (Eric); Digital Stewardship Training WSU and OCLC web junction (create digital stewardship training for TALMs and public libraries, free self-guided online course)—great helpful resource

- Diana reached out to Anne Gilliland — looking at meeting in October w Michelle Caswell (and Selena?)

- Ricky Punzalan

Protocols Toolkit - souped up version, consider print-out flowchart, graphics, info sheet?

- Possibility to collaborate with Description Section?

- Descriptive Resources Portal, want to collaborate

Increase membership of Indigenous-associated folks (attending meetings, Steering Committee members)

- Diversity committee—membership folks share this goal

Tribal Archivists Forum: Space to connect and chat and talk about issues

- When?
Promoting community-based work (veteran’s projects; cult heritage; reparative description in other contexts; community curation)
  ○ Updates to microsite? (Katherine, Diana, Rachel)

4. ADDITIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

● Katherine and Diana -- SNAC Edit-a-thon project Oct 11 & 12 - Katherine shared: event is happening on Indigenous People’s Day (10/11), 70 people have signed up, 20 Indigenous, have an opening and closing event, style guide, way of reporting sensitive material, code of conduct, content warning for participants, all in response to Indigenous Advisory Board and meetings with SNAC team; event is only open to those who have completed SNAC school at this point (mostly full)

● Lotus: Bridging Knowledge, IMLS funded program for Indigenous MLIS students at San Jose State University (https://lam.alaska.gov/bridging-knowledge), deadline of November 1, 2021

● Melissa: SJSU is also doing a cluster hire for Indigenous instructors or instructors familiar with Indigenous issues

● Diana: funding for Indigenous PhD students available (5 years of funding), due December 1, 2021 (https://rarebookschool.org/admissions-awards/fellowships/mellon-diversity/)